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'Make everything you do filmworthy - or else what's the
point?"
-Kara Crombie
This one night I decided that I was going to go out as someone else. I carried
around a bottle of Jack Daniels as I threw potential props on my bed (I thought a couple
of shots ofwhiskey might inspire the right character). I was thinking of something along
the lines ofMary TylerMoore 1968 mixed with crackwhore 1998, like a John
Waters1
version ofTylerMoore. I teased a big brunette wig and put on amini-skirt, heeled boots,
fishnet stockings, and a bright red jacket. Now! Here was an outfit conducive to some
history making - but subsequently not conducive to bike riding. As it turns out, neither is
whiskey, but I hopped on my bike anyway and peddled downMonroeAvenue. It was a
warm night early in the spring so lots of people were out and about
- porch parties,
pedestrians, lots of boys yelling "how you
doing?"
my way. I'd coyly reply with a "Just
fine, thanks for
asking"
as I kicked up my pace to makemy long fake hair blow up off
my shoulders
It was a big crash. I can see myself heading for the curb from a low, head-on
camera angle, which of course cuts to my airborne body from a low side shot, cut to a
medium close-up ofmy physical union with the sidewalk, and perhaps there is a slow-mo
close-up cut ofmy face narrowly evading impact with the sidewalk due to an instinctual
1
John Waters is a filmmaker notorious for his perversely funny and carnivalesque characters
that seem to be created with a formula of unlikely juxtapositions. He introduced the
transvestite Divine as the indecent matriarch Babs Johnson in Pink Flamingos (1972),
presented Johnny Depp as a campy caricature of an overly-sensitive delinquent in Cry-Baby
(1990), and cast Kathleen Turner as a murderous suburban housewife in SerialMom (1994).
hand block. It was definitely a bike crash of cinematic proportions, not unlike PeeWee's
in his "Big
Adventure,"2
but regrettably I was not clever enough to say "I
meant to do
that"
when I rose to face my audience.
I did pretend it was no big thing, though: "Yeah, dude, I'm sure I'm all
right."
I
wobbled to the shadows of a side street to assess the damage. My stockings were ripped
offmy right knee, as was most of the skin. Blood had already covered my shin and had
also somehow managed to get all over my purse. I hadn't seen any mud puddles, but
apparently part ofme had been in one because my red jacket had splashes of brown all
over it. And, yeah . . . something was seriously wrong with my ankle. Moving it even
slightly caused excruciating pain, but that soon became a moot point because within
minutes it was so swollen thatmovement wasn't even an option.
I pictured myself from across the street, sitting on the curb in the light of a street
lamp with a mangled leg clutching a bloody purse. Imagine the sight ofme. I decided a
bloody knee, a muddy jacket, and a pimp-like limp were exactly what this character
needed. I looked up into the streetlight for a well-lit dramatic final shot for the camera
across the street, and I hopped on my bike and began pedaling with one leg.
Every artist should have a mission statement. I will not claim that there is any
universal function of art, but I need to justify my own artmaking in some way. If art is
anything it is the best cultural record we have of the past, the ultimate description of
history. If you want to know what it was like to live in the twenties, don't read some
textbook written by a white man in the fifties. Look at the art, read the literature, listen to
2I am referring to Pee-wee's Big Adventure, starring Paul Reubens as Pee Wee Herman,
directed by Tim Burton, 1985.
the music of the time. Facts are never pure and unmediated, but artists are pure and
constructive mediators of a culture because their blatant subjectivity and overt
manipulation of the facts become the content of the work. For example, Picasso's
opinions about and interpretation of the Spanish civil war were manifested in the painting
Guernica. The reality of a culture is illusive and disappears with time. Artists turn a
description of their time into something that is concrete and eternal for us to interpret
directly. My mission statement as an artist, then, is to leave a description of what it is
like to be a twenty-six-year-old girl in the United States in the year 2001. I want to turn
my relationship with contemporary culture into something concrete that people in the
future can refer to directly.
The night of the big bike crash was intended to be a night of artmaking. I was
armed with a camera that night, and I wanted to take pictures ofmy invented character
with blackmen at bars as part of a fictitious narrative project I had in mind. The
photographs I made that night were never of any use to me, but how could they have
been? I looked at those photos, me with a crooked wig, droopy drunken eyes and a
bloody knee, my arms around strangers at bars, and I wondered: How in theworld did I
get to this? How does a girl like me end up in drag at a bar with a camera? Why would
anyone care about this "fictitious narrative", when the
"real"
narrative, the story ofme
on a bike, was so much more interesting?
I always wonder about the conditions that have brought me to this point. If I am to
convert this cultural moment into something concrete, I need to document the effect that
American culture of the past twenty-six years has had on me. Every time I see a box with the
word
"FRAGILE"
on it I pronounce it in my head
"FRA-GEE-LEE"
and then I think, "Must
be Italian". Sometimes I can't remember how to really pronounce the word "fragile". I
wonder if anyone else who has seenA Christmas
Story3
has the same problem. Maybe I'm
the only one whose thought processes have been manipulated by pop culture in this way,
but
I can't let that stop me. I need to be honest and allow myself to be
vulnerable if I am to be a
worthy mediator ofmy culture.
Directed by Bob Clark,
1983.
ME AND CINDY: PRE-THESISWORK 1999 - 2000
I began myMaster of Fine Arts degree at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology in the
fall of 1999 and immediately began making self-portraits. The work I did that semester
culminated into six portraits of myself assuming various "characters". At the time I did not
have a definitive explanation of how the characters were connected, orwhy I was compelled
to make self-portraits. The photographs also did not form strong relationships with each
other. A couple of the images were stronger when singled out and considered in isolation, for
example, a photograph of me dressed up as a man dressing up as a woman (fig. 1).
Individual photographs contained bits of narrative, but no singular idea or cohesive story
pervaded the entire body of work. For many critiquing the work, the only underlying theme
was masquerade in self-portrait, which brought up discussions of Cindy Sherman more often
that not.
Of course the work reeked of Cindy Sherman. But despite my frustration and
reluctance at the time to constantly refer to Sherman, I eventually realized that this reference
itselfwas what I wanted to address in my work. Cindy Sherman is a cultural icon who has
found a place in the cultural landscape ofmy conscious and unconscious, residing
somewhere between Michael Jackson and Jude Law. My self-portraits were decisively Post-
Sherman in that they were not only a reference to feminine characters in film and media, but
to characters in art
photography4
and ultimately Sherman herself. I realized that Cindy and I
might have something in common in
addition to feminist concerns and art making. I believe
we also share a motive rooted in vanity. What was it that made it attractive for someone like
4




intended to refer to Nan Goldin's portraits of her friends (fig. 2).
\. Untitled,
1999.20X24'
2. Untitled. 1999. 24 X 16". 3. t//?wte/. 1 999. 24 X 16
Cindy Sherman to produce a body of work that obsessively, if not narcissistically, featured
her own face, and was subsequently embraced by the art world? We are both products of a
culture that promotes vanity and self-absorption, particularly in women. Did Cindy go to the
hairdresser in '83 and ask for aMadonna haircut too?
I was in a rock band for two years before I decided to go back to art school. Playing
guitar didn't seem to work for me5, but you know what's better than a being a rock star?
Being an art star. You're rich, famous in a sort of hipper way because twelve-year-old
teenie-boppers have no idea who you are, and you've got some academic, intellectual
credibility. I rather end up in a history book next toMatthew Barney than be a VH1 Where
Are They Now? episode. Am I alone here? I think this may have crossed Cindy's mind. I
think it definitely crossed Nikki S. Lee's
mind.6
It occurred to me by the winter of 2000 that
I should admit this vain fantasy in my work Using my first semester work I began
constructing the story of "Kara Crombie", a rising art star. I reformatted my photographs to
record album sized squares and labeled them with titles and, of course, "Kara Crombie". I
made poster and fliers advertising myself. The work was layered on a wall with real world
advertising and
"PR"
in order to mimic a city street wall with decayed and peeling
advertisements (fig. 4). "Kara
Crombie"
became another character in theAmerican media of
that moment, along with PuffDaddy, Angelina Jolie, Calvin Klein models, or whoever
appeared in a magazine or on a billboard in the winter of 2000.
5
Looking back I realize that although I have a passion for music, I don't have a passion for
writing and performing music (or a particular knack for it). I am more interested in
describing my relationship to music and how I listen to music as a soundtrack for life, as an
accompaniment to the thoughts and scenarios in my mind. This relationship is something I
would try to visualize when I began working with video.
6
In the spring of 2001 Nikki Lee was fresh out ofNYU and had already had her first solo
show when she appeared in aHarper's Bazaar spread with several other female art stars.
The article had much more to do with the hipness of these women than their actual art. Lee
had made a series of snapshots of herself masquerading as different contemporary stereotypes
in their appropriate environments.
4. Kara Crombie Wall, 2000. 8X12'.
; KARA KARA KARA KARA KA!
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I sit here and reread that last sentence I wrote a day ago over and over again, but I
can't seem to focus on it right now. Last night I had every intention of renting something
like Leprechaun and drinking soda pop all night. I can never let those rides just go on by
though, when a potential filmworthy character pulls up to the curb, rolls down the window
and says, "Don't go home, I gotta show you
something."
I can't just go to an ATM in an
quiet isolated bank; I have to go to Seven Eleven to get my cash and wait in line with all the
characters who are out to buy beer and smokes because I don't want to miss out on any
potentially inspiring or useful dialogue. Last night the ride was dull, though, and there were
nomemorable quotes at the Seven Eleven (except I could recount an hour long episode in
some German guy's immaculate bathroom that I defiled and wrecked Chevy Chase style -
but that I did all on my own). Why couldn't I have just saved my forty bucks and a headache
and made it a Blockbuster night instead?
I will focus on that sentence, though, because I was getting somewhere. The "Kara
Crombie
Superstar"
installation had much more going for it than the photographs did when
presented as single images. The piece was humorous. I had made more self-portraits for the
wall, but these new images were more specific to the notions of stardom and vanity that I was
beginning to admit were some ofmy motivations for making self-portraiture. One portrait
titled Baby, featuring me dressed as a cheerleader on my bed, referred to Brittany Spears and
the absurdity of blatant sexuality in girl
stars'
representations (fig. 6). I replaced the faces of
Lou Reed and David Bowie with mine on their album covers (fig. 9, fig. 10)7. I replied to the
Cindy Sherman comparisons with an image of myselfwearing a blonde Shermanesque wig
titled me and Cindy. One could look at this work and more easily be reminded of the
7
Of course there are more men to envy when it comes to rock stardom, so it seemed obvious
that I should choose male bodies to step into for my rock'n'roll fantasy. I chose Reed and
Bowie and their albums, Transformer and Ziggy Stardust , in particular, though, because drag
and androgyny were vital parts of their performance.
performance aspects of self-portraiture. I hoped that people would imagine me in the act of
making these photographs and wonder about the motivations I had in such
a narcissistic
project. This metanarrative of art making was gradually becoming my primary
interest.
10
5. UntitledAlbum Cover, 2000, 12 X 12".
kara crombie
"Baby




7. Make-over, 2000. 18 X 18".
me r cincty
8. me and cindy, 2000. 18 X18".
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9. Transformer Kara, 2000. 1 1 X 17".
10. Stardust Kara, 2000. 1 1 X 17".
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GETTING NARRATIVE
And then I crash onmy bike. I had a lot of thinking time on my hands at that point,
seeing as how I was bedridden for a week. But like many people do, I tried to break up as
much thinking as possible with movies. That week I watched (in this order): The Kingdom,
Goodfellas, Godfather I, II, and half of ///, Little Darlings, Over the Edge, Satyricon, La
Dolce Vita, BadNews Bears, Karate Kid, Dog DayAfternoon, Orlando, Shakespeare in
Love, Gattica, The Abyss, Shopping, Army ofDarkness, Arthur, and Unforgiven. (I could go
for a little Unforgiven right now, actually). People would call and I couldn't speak to anyone
without describing my situation with a Rear Window analogy.
Meanwhile at school I had signed up for my first video class. It seemed like
photography . . .
As usual a couple of drinks makes me feel like I have something completely pertinent
and undeniably mind-blowing to write down now (actually, maybe that's the function of
drugs in general). And in the morning I will erase this all (the inevitable aftermath of this
delusion). At the barwe all had a pretty art-heavy conversation/debate, the kind of
conversation I imagine Duchamp andMan Ray had every day at a cafe in Paris in the
twenties. Something about the function of art criticism vs. the art object itself and if our
friend Brian looked like James Joyce or not (the table next to us probably wanted to kick our
pretentious butts). So after feeling as though I had won the argument and, quite frankly,
charmed everyone with my own creative flare of intellectualism, I hopped in a cab whose
driver had the stereo set to a deafening level on the
"Oldies"
station. I thought about my "Art
and
Aesthetics"
philosophy class that I had taken the past fall. During a particularly rough
and demeaning Kant discussion the professor turned to me and asked me what I thought (I
14
think I was in the middle of an involved sketch of his goatee). Man, I'm notfollowing this
shit is what I really thought, so I deferred by asking the class what they listened to in the car
on the way home from class. After a brief silence, a girl announced that she listened to
nothing, and a few then agreed that silence was all they could tolerate after three hours of
grinding their minds with some philosophy that they could only hope to grasp for a fleeting
moment. Me - 1 blared the Oldies station as loud as my stereo could go. The only thing that
felt okay was to imagine the radio as a soundtrack for my drive home. It's a good way to
step out of your head . . . Hang on Sloopy, Sloopy hang on! . . .
So I was about to discuss my video class, the limitations I was faced with in
photography, and all that video had to offer me. I felt as though I had reached a plateau
trying to create a narrative in photography. A time-based photographic medium seemed
more likely to appease my burgeoning narrative concerns because film and TV are our
culture's most important narrative source. And sound! I could actually use music, not just
refer to it. In video I could juxtapose sound and moving visuals, which meant that I could
make a collage of not only visual pop culture (for example advertisements and album covers)
but ofmusic and film also. With a more thorough layering of pop culture references my
personas could more clearly represent a current
collective unconscious. My photograph of a
blue-haired cheerleader (Baby) referred to the marketing ploys of record executives that
blatantly appeal to pedophiles, but this is somewhat one-dimensional. Cheerleader
reappeared in my third semester work in uniform
and coy sexuality, but in video she smoked,
watched The Outsiders obsessively, and became involved in a mysterious drug operation. An
androgynous Vietnam vet character from a first semester photograph became an obsessive
compulsive who constantly listened to the
Beach Boys and carried a cell phone. Another
15
new character, referred to as Heidi, wore blond braids and an apron, drank forties ofOld
English, listened to rap, and was armed with a gun.
This collage of imagery and action could only exist in the year 2000 and alluded to a
wide spectrum of culture, from Swiss literature to Paul McCarthy, from Shirley Temple to
Boyz In The Hood. At this point in time somany icons have moved into the cultural
landscape from such far reaching sources that this is what defines our time. People in past
generations shared a collective unconscious specific to where they lived and formed by direct
experience. Today's collective unconscious has been expanded and manipulated by a media
system that spans the entire planet. We live in a time where a news broadcast featuring
footage of a war zone on the other side of the planet can be followed by an interview with
Tom Cruise. And the information and imagery that adds to our collective unconscious is
mediated now. We gather much of our information and impressions of things through the
television, not direct experience.
I performed the roles of all three girls, and I decided to make the video piece a three-
monitor installation so that I could show the footage of all three girls at the same time. Each
of the girls performed her sequence independent of the other girls and had her own monitor in
the video installation, which eventually was called Heidi CheerNam. This mirroring action
connected the screens visually and the characters seemed to become versions of the same
person. It was as if they were the split personalities of a single mind, and because I played all
of the characters, it was implied that they were the tangents ofmy own personality. Or
perhaps they were wishful constructions ofmy personality because I had decided to invent
them rather than represent myself in the video.
There were five scenes in the video, which were repeated in two cycles by the
characters, and then the entire piece looped. Heidi, Cheerleader, and Vietnam Girl performed
16
the same five scenes with their own variations on the actions. The script was simple and
ambiguous:
SCENE 1: Wrap an Entenmanns's box. Cell phone rings. Exit room with jacket.
SCENE 2: Enter room at night. Pause in front of camera (close-up) to reveal an injury
(for example, a bloody lip). Character seems drunk. Sit on couch for a long cut.
SCENE 3: Enter room with black duffel bag. Open duffel bag to reveal a gun.
SCENE 4: Roll a dollar bill. Cell phone rings. Exit room.
SCENE 5: Wrap an Entenmanns's box. Cell phone rings. Exit.
Every scene took place in my living room. The camera was positioned in the same
corner for all of the shots and the frame cropped out everything except for a couch and a long
coffee table. I was working as a one-person production crew and
cast8
so camera movement
was not an option. Such minimal production techniques have come to reference "reality
TV"
and amateur video. I thought I should capitalize on this connection, so I set up a low
stationary camera angle in the corner of the room mimicking a surveillance camera. Frame
composition became dependent on my bodily movement. A close-up, for example, was
created by me moving toward the camera rather than a repositioning of the camera.
Sound loaded the narrative. Cheerleader continuously watched The Outsiders, which
subtly referenced a genre of gang films and alluded to movie infatuation9. Lyrics to songs
8
1 felt that it was important to control all aspects of video production in order to maintain a
pure mediation ofmy thoughts and ideas. I would much
rather create the impression that all
aspects of the work are filtered through one isolated, even delusional and self-absorbed, mind
than convolute the process with outside help. This control is also a method for expressing
my ideas about metanarrative because
the director/creator becomes actor/subject matter.
9
1 chose the film The Outsiders (Francis Ford Coppola, 1983) because it's all-star cast of
sensitive, hunky teenage boys makes it an appropriate teenage angst film for a young girl to
17
hinted at incidents that may have occurred outside the gamut of the video. For example,
Heidi comes home with a bloody lip (at the same moment Cheerleader appears with a bloody
knee, and Nam Girl has bloody knuckles) and plays a Tribe called Quest song that begins
with the line "Classic example of a date rape", which she immediately turns off and replaces
with the Bob Dylan song "Queen Jane
Approximately."
Listening to this song helps her
dream of redemption. Despite the fact that Queen Jane has brought herself to rock bottom
("when yourmother sends back all of your
invitations,"
when you father is "is tired of all of
your
creations,"
and "all of your children start to resent you"), Dylan still sings to her "Won't
you come see me, Queen
Jane?"
The narrative created relied on real-life experience, but I chose those experiences that
seemed
"filmworthy"
to me. The story ofwhat I had for breakfast did not seem worthy of
immortality (although some writers and filmmakers have shown us how to make the banal
entertaining) but stories of drugs and violence did seem appropriate because contemporary
filmmakers constantly decide that this type of subject matter is worthy of the big screen. Of
course none of these stories were originally mine, but how many time have we retold a story
and placed ourselves at the scene of the action when really we just heard about it from
someone else? This one time Iwas at a concert and this kid took seven hits ofacid . . . Film
has constantly presented us with a romantic and glorified image of drug use. No film had
actually deterred drug use because the constant proclamation that drugs stories are
filmworthy only draws us to them. Drugs experiences become entertaining survivor stories
become fanatical about. It is also a mild version of the gang film. If the girls are acting out
this type of narrative film, then Cheer is attracted to the romantic aspects of the genre. This
act ofwatching film within the video in
order to present the inspiration of one's actions was
an early incarnation ofmy ideas about
degrees of reality and one's confusion of film
narratives with real life narratives, which I discuss later in this paper.
18





THESIS WORK 2000 - 2001
Friday, April 27, 2001 was a big day. I woke up that morning and had about a
million things to do. First thing was a trip toWegman's Supermarket to buy fruit and eggs
for brunch the next morning, next I had to head back to gallery for one last sound check on
the installation, then I needed to go to Seven Eleven to buy some
Entenmanns'
crumb cake
for the opening (because you could only get them at "Sev"), and I had to be back at my
apartment by 4:00 pm so I would have enough time to sew my skirt, shower and meet my
parents for dinner at 4:30 pm, which would leave just enough time to make the opening at
6:00 pm. I drank a pot of coffee as I ran out the door at 9:00 am and jumped in my car. It
was a sunny, crisp day and the sky was a saturated blue with puffy clouds. I managed to
speed throughWegmans in a record twenty minutes, nearly freaking out on the girl at the
register when she had to scan a banana twice. I sped off in my car and streaked through
suburban neighborhoods on my way to the gallery. I was sweating despite the cool weather,
and suddenly began to hear a distinctly familiar pounding bass-line. I looked up into the sky
through my windshield to see if that damn helicopter was still following me.
I often parallel my life with films I have seen, in this case Goodfellas, perhaps in an
attempt to tolerate the banal
"unfilmworthiness"
of everyday life. With the exception of only
Thanksgiving, dinner at my house was always in front of a T.V. Once, during a period of
pretty juicy family drama, my sister said to me, "Our family is like anAfterschool
Special"
MartinAmis has expressed what I'm trying to get at here:
21
Television is working on us. Film is. We're not sure how yet. We wait, and
count the symptoms. There's a realism problem, we all know that. TV is real!
Some people think. And where does that leave reality? Everyone must have,
everyone demands their vivid personalities, their personal soap opera, street
theater, everyone must have some art in their lives. . .
I retell only the best and most exciting stories that illustrate my vivid personality, even if I
have to rewrite and edit the script a little. Many times I have done stupid things in hopes that
my actions might spice up my personal soap opera. My car is my street theater where I
imagine the songs coming out ofmy stereo as a soundtrack formy life. I wonder how
television and film is working on everyone. Do some people think of their lives as film
scripts? Do we all validate our lives in terms of how successful they would be as a television
show or film? Is my admitted vain obsession with fame a symptom of this realism problem,
or am I susceptible to the reality disease because ofmy vanity? I need a filmworthy narrative
in my life.
10




When Boogie Nights came out I blew it off as another Hollywood crap film. Later
whenMagnolia hit video I saw it and realized that P.T.
Anderson11
and I really needed to
hang out. I realized I should be well versed in all his films before I called him up, though, so
I went back to Blockbuster and rented Boogie Nights. As I watched it my opinion of P.T.
solidified: same great casting, clever sound editing, consistent humor, and weaving
narratives. Halfway through the filmMarkWalberg had found himself broke with a
plummeting porn career and a nasty meth habit when he and his motley crew decided to sell
some flour as dope to a rich eccentric drug dealer. Markie and his two partners ended up on a
lush couch in the weenie-bender-wearing dealer's swank apartment as an armed bodyguard
measured the dope. Strung out and tense, they watched a little Asian man set off fire
crackers as they waited for their doom. The dealer danced in front of them to his "Awesome
Mix
Tape"
which blared Night Ranger's "Sister Christian". As Markie began to realize that




began. The dealer announced "I love this
song"
and began to sing
along. Rick Springfield's muted power chords mimicked the tension and predicted a blow
out. Sweaty and trembling with speed, Markie bowed his head down,
ran his fingers stiffly
through his hair, and looked up for a close-up. For thirty two seconds the camera paused on
his frozen face.
What a shot! A tense and desperate stare, held for thirty-two seconds with "Jesse's
Girl"
as the contemplative soundtrack for this pivotal moment! I instantly rewound the tape
11
Paul Thomas Anderson is a young contemporary
filmmaker whose filmography includes
HardEight (1997), Boogie Nights (1997), andMagnolia
(2000).
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and replayed the moment. I rewound again and again. What a shot! Perfect framing. Perfect
song. Tense calculated eye movement, his slightly open mouth gradually turning into a
vague smile, and a little swallow at the end right before he shakes his head and jumps up to
head the hell out. I was enthralled, I was attracted, I was stimulated, I was jealous!
The next morning I got my camera out and set it up right in front ofmy face. I
bowed my head down, ruffled my hair, and looked up for a thirty two second stare. I headed
out to the editing lab to immortalize me and Markie in the same filmic moment. I cropped
our faces into matching square frames and put them together on one screen. Markie looked
up as I looked up. Markie and I stared together into the same filmic void with our mouths
slightly open. . .a wry smile. . .we swallow. . . we shake our heads and come out of our trance.
There was one thing separating us, though. Markie appeared in lush, heroic film. My face
was video. I looked like less of a fantasy somehow - less distant, more naive (fig. 1 1).
And how funny it was! The act of me reenacting this moment in a film and then
putting my face on the screen with a real superstar screamed ofmy delusions. This vain act
that was also the process ofmaking art was integral to the piece. The cropping of our faces
was blatant. The appropriation ofBoogie Nights was obvious. The filmmaker herselfwas
visually present in the image. I realized that only half of the piece was the actual video, the
other half existed in the "real
world"
when I made the video. I began to think about the
levels of filmic reality. IfMarkie in film seemed more distant, then me in video was a closer,
more tangible level of reality. And the act of me making the video? If my mind sometimes
cannot differentiate between my own life and film life, or perhaps I should say my mind
chooses not to recognize a difference, then is the
"real"
act just another more diffused level
of film fantasy? Where does this leave reality!
24
1 1. video self- portrait: 01, 2000. video still.
25
MAKING THEMETANARRATIVE OF ART
MAKING FILMWORTHY
I've spent many nights and days lying in bed watching movies when I should have
been making "art", seeing as how I was in art school and all. I often imagined that somehow
I could just lie in bed and call that art, but then I found out Chris Burden already did that. I
made more "video
self-portraits"
of me and film stars such as Dustin Hoffman and Robert
Deniro, but pieces seemed to be half an idea. I realized that the moments in
"real"
life where
I conceived of these sketches - the times I was lying in bed watching these stars - needed to
be visualized. I also thought about the time after I've watched a movie, when a film's
narrative seems to infiltrate my own real life narrative.




and surveillance television. Despite the claim that they are not actors, the people in
these types of programs make
"better"
and more filmworthy constructions of themselves for
the camera like I did with Heidi, Cheer, and Nam Girl. I also discovered that it was better to
embrace the naive and amateurish aspects of video and be faithful to the inherent
characteristics of the medium rather than attempt to mimic film. And, as I mentioned before,
the video sketches introduced video to me as a transitory medium between real life and film,
its own distinct level of "reality". So I set up a video camera in my apartment in order to
surveil myself. I placed the camera high and in the corner of each of the four rooms. In the
editing phase I placed the four rooms on
one screen in a two by two grid mimicking the
security surveillance of a building where a guard sits
at a desk with several monitors
watching the real-time
documentation of the rooms in his or her jurisdiction. I never made
26
eye contact with the camera, and I performed my usual rituals: eating, watching TV, listening
to records, drawing in my sketchbook. I had a script, though, because I wanted to contradict
the assumption that reality TV is spontaneous. As soon as one is put before the camera, even
if it is under the guise of surveillance, that person becomes an actor conscious and
premeditative of every action he or she makes. We all straighten up when we see that
Rite-
Aid camera looking at us. I wanted it to be subtly evident that my actions in the video were
self-conscious, so details of the script alluded to this. For example, I would fix my face in
the mirror in the beginning of a scene. I also had a premeditated grand plan. Eventually, as
the script progressed, I intended to film myself within the surveillance video making the
video self-portraits.
During this early stage of producing the video I also addressed concerns I had about
aesthetics and how to engage an audience. The visual nature of the piece needed to describe
the ideas I could not articulate through the script, and, as is the case with all visual artforms,
the design and color of the work needed to be engaging enough to draw the viewer in. I also
wanted to make the video entertaining. The element of entertainment in an art experience
frees us from our minds and allows us to experience an emotion directly, and it lengthens our
attention spans. The video sketches inspired an instinctual, gut reaction that transcended
intellectualization and verbal articulation. They were engaging and entertaining. Some of
the failures ofHeidi CheerNam were that it was ugly and that, although I had isolated some
engaging moments, overall there was a lack of entertainment,
which made the stretches of the
video hard to watch. So from square one I considered the aesthetics of video, and I worked
to establish an appropriate pace for the video. I began working with a digital video camera
because it reproduced better color and clarity than SVHS camcorders. I arranged the cameras
and the quadrants on the screen so that all compositional diagonals of the space pointed to the
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center. Every time I exited or entered a room it appeared as though it was from the center of
the screen. There seem to be no exit out of the world that was my apartment.
I considered the color ofmy light source and each room became loaded with the
symbolism of color. A cozy pink hue in the bedroom represented the womb, a comfort zone
where I would spend most ofmy time curled up in a fetal position watching movies. A warm
and muddy yellow glow in the living room was the kind of seedy but lush setting we see in
films for scenes of vice. This room became a refuge for private drinking and, at times, a
stage surrounded by showy Christmas lights where I would perform dance routines for the
camera. A cool bright white light in the kitchen created a world of twenty-four-hour
daylight, which became the ideal setting for engaging in obsessive-compulsive rituals and
manic art projects. A harsh blue light in the bathroom contrasted the other rooms and
functioned as the sobering light in which I would examine myself in the mirror before
retreating to my world before the camera.
Whatwas that? (Picture me now with my head tilted like a dog who hears a
high-
pitched frequency). There it is again! . . . What the? . . . Those damn transsexuals on the
fourth floor! There's seven of them living in a one bedroom working a crystal-meth lab in
their kitchen. I don't know this for a fact, but everyday there is another two liter Coke bottle
filled with water lined up by the front door of the building in the hallway. There are eleven
bottles now, in a neat row, and every once in a while I see a six-foot Puerto Rican
man-
woman in hot pants place another bottle on her way out as she carries a huge pink innertube.
One time she was carrying a trampoline. She
just keeps placing the bottles in a neat row.
What narrative do you think this act implies?
More on narrative later - back to my set. Making my apartment visually stimulating
in video was a step toward making my
life and environment worthy of recording, but
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harnessing the essential characteristics of entertainment value proved to be a harder thing to
capture.Writing a script has always been the most difficult thing for me, and before I knew it
I had nine scenes, fifteen minutes of running time, and absolutely nothing had happened. It
was definitely dragging considering I was envisioning a twenty-minute video installation. I
wasn't making a feature length film, so I could not refer to film for pacing. A reference to
filmic narrative was imperative, though, so I thought about those moments and scenes in film
with concentrated narrative. I'm not talking about "action", car crashes and buildings
blowing up, but those moments that could be removed from its context and still speak
volumes. Al Pacino comes back from the bathroom and sits down at a small table . . . close-
up of his face while some one speaks in Italian ... he stands . . . one shot in the
head . . . two
shots in the chest ... he drops his gun and walks
out.12
Bill Murray parks like a madman on
a curb ... he gets out his car and heads in a rampage toward a school building . . . young kids
are playing basketball . . . Bill runs in, steals the ball, and slam dunks ... he
misses.13
Julianne Moore sits on a wooden chair at a baby shower ... a young girl sits on her lap . . .
she gradually starts to hyperventilate ... the
volume of the party goes down, her breath gets
louder, the camera pans out . . . the girl gets scared and runs
away.14
A transvestite in pink
hotpants carrying a trampoline places another
water-filled Coke bottle in the hallway . . .
The T.V. just said: . . . Watch as an unhappy spectator throws a beer can at a cop!
. .
. This spring break party turned truly shocking
when . . . This guy got a lap dance he wasn't
expecting! ...Put down your saucer ofmilk because you're
in store for a catfight! . . . This
shockingfootage . . . Watch as this
worker torments his colleague but unzipping his pants! . .
12
Godfather, directed by Francis Ford Coppola,
1972.
13
Rushmore, directed byWes Anderson, 1998.
14
Safe, directed by Todd Haynes, 1995.
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. Before the bride could toss her bouquet the groom tossed his cookies! . . . And next! This is
what happens when priests attack! . . .
"Caught on
video"
or something, I guess. It seems like the standard of what is
filmworthy gets more and more banal. When I was making my video I began thinking about
those moments in real life that I pictured in terms of camera angles and soundtracks. I wasn't
concerned with dialogue, but with the visuals of action. In Heidi Cheer Nam the act of
wrapping an
Entenmanns'
box turned out to be a simple visual action that became loaded
with connotations and narrative. Many viewers associated the innocuous box of pastries with
a specific narrative: a hiding place for drugs, a gift for a pimp. It seems as though we have
all seen enough TV and film to passively fill in the blanks of a partial narrative. I was
interested in presenting as little information as I needed to tell a story, leaving most of the
story-telling up to the viewer. So I began piecing together a narrative based on these sort of
"loaded"
moments: a pregnancy test, the painting ofmysterious packages, a late night phone
call, an unexplained black eye.
I have worried that this approach to script writing might counteract my goals to make
the video entertaining, but it seems we have also seen enough TV and film to tolerate a lack
of substantial action and narrative. Many people believe that a film or video must be edited
with rapid cuts and jarring angles to keep the attention of a "MTV Generation". I believe
quite the opposite. Nothing would stand out more in the contemporary media landscape than
a film or video shot with long takes on an unmoving camera, and if contemporary
media has
programmed anything into the viewing mind,
it is to be appeased with very little narrative
stimulation and to have incredibly long attention spans for moving media. I have often found
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myself still sitting on the couch two hours after a Real
World15
marathon begins, only to have
learned that the blonde Mormon girl is disgusted by her racist heritage, the light-skinned
black girl gets wild when she's drunk, and the baby-faced white boy is continuously
challenged by his homosexuality. How many of us will sit through five minutes of
commercials we have seen dozens of times in order to find out what happens when priests
attack?
15
The Real World onMTV was the first of the nationally broadcast reality shows in the
United States. The premise assumed that the surveillance of eight people in their twenties
could be watched as an entertaining drama. This was a pivotal moment in the evolution of
our relationship with the
"reality"
of television. I was in high school when it premiered and
for the first time I watched people on television living/performing seemingly unscripted
scenarios. I constantly talked back to the TV and pictured myself on the screen with them
because the cast was not made up of huge unreachable stars but with kids like me.
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AM I FILMWORTHY?
All of the scenes I began composing were a tribute to the moments when film reality
and
"real"
life intersect. Contemporary media has also taught us that these moments need not
be action packed. Watch an hour of the Real World and then reassess how
"filmworthy"
your life is. You'll be convinced that millions of people would be entertained by the rather
eccentric way you make scrambled eggs. When those delusional filmic moments in life do
happen, we are often alone, absorbed in our own minds, imagining our accompanying music.
So itwas essential that the banal be represented in its boring splendor along with the
exaggerated filmworthy moments, and that all of this appears to be isolated in one lonely
mind.
So there was me, wandering around my apartment, pushing fifteen minutes of video
time, and I hadn't really said any of this. I, as in the screen character "Kara Crombie", was
thoroughly representing the banal, but I needed to visualize the filmworthy offspring ofmy
delusions, my "vivid
personalities."





act out the filmworthy narratives I had in mind. Heidi is the chic drug narrative: a dealer
whose business inevitably goes awry. The character Heidi obviously refers to a children's
storybook character, which makes her juxtaposition with a drug narrative more layered.
Cheer's narrative is an "Afterschool Special": A naive girl who finds herself pregnant and
jilted. She wears a yellow cheerleading outfit and has bright blue hair. This costume is
intended to illustrate a more complex cultural allusion than the average blonde cheerleader,
for she never changes suit and she rarely looks cheerful.
The introduction ofHeidi and Cheer drastically improved the progress of the video
both aesthetically and conceptually.
The rooms became visually invigorated with movement
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and color. The new girls could perform filmworthy storylines as if they were split
personalities ofKara, who could only muster the energy to imagine acting out such exciting
narratives. As the script progressed in this direction, I imagined Heidi and Cheer as Kara's
filmworthy alter egos. Ultimately, ifHeidi and Cheer were questioned as figments ofKara's
imagination, then the authenticity ofKara herself could be questioned. Perhaps she is as
much of a construction in my mind as the other girls are in hers. Because all of the characters
in the video could be interpreted as extensions of me, the filmmaker, I was able to connect
the process ofwriting and filming to the performance in front of the camera.
In order to visualize this connection and consequently refer to the metanarrative of art
making I decided to perform the narrative ofKara making "video
self-portraits"
of herself
with film stars within the action of the surveillance video. Heidi and Cheer would then film
themselves and each other in order to reiterate the idea that they were characters whose
actions were constructed of aspirations to be filmworthy. The second camera would capture
their quintessential filmic moments, and these point of view close-ups were ultimately
projected next to the surveillance video in the same time continuum. This technique not only
allowed for lost detail and information in the surveillance footage to be blown-up, but also
provided intense visual stimulation. The piece itself became larger and consequently more
watehable as the close-ups were an engaging contrast to the longshots of the surveillance
video.
It was also more compelling to watch the same action
from two different angles
simultaneously. Motions would at times appear to be in sync and then fall out of sync, or
suddenly begin to mirror each other.
The viewer would have to glance back and forth from
one screen to the other in order to discern whether or not the movement was synchronized.
Andwith the addition of another quadrant of action to look at, the viewer was forced to make
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choices ofwhat to watch and essentially edit their own experience ofwatching the video.
Because I knew that the action in the second screen would be highlighted and thus the likely
choice for one's attention, I could also manipulate
viewers'
expectations by building action
slowly in the other rooms to unexpected climaxes.
While Heidi and Cheer interact by setting up cameras for each other and gradually
discovering the artifacts of each other's narratives, Kara lives in isolation and is only vaguely
conscious of her filmworthy alter egos. She finds some of their remnants or occasionally
hears their loud noises, but mostly she lives in her film reverie, watching movies and filming
herself with stars. Her choice of films in the video self-portraits, though, loads the narratives
ofHeidi and Cheer in the same way that much of the musical soundtrack does. Her video
self-portraits were also projected next to the surveillance footage as they occurred, which
made the piece a three-projector installation. At times just the surveillance footage is visible,
but as the secondary cameras get put into use, the actions builds into a three screen visual
climax.
Now we get down to the details. Why did I choose to wear a red shirt? Why is
Budweiser the beer of choice? Nearly every action, prop, and performance in the video is
deliberate and related to the ideas I have presented thus far. This paper would be over a
hundred pages if I rationalized and intellectualized all of the choices I made for Kara
Crombie, and I don't think I should verbalize all of my intentions (some things should just be
chalked up to instinct). There are many
details in the video that are particularly relevant,




Each girl in the film has a room that is the main stage for her narrative. This opening scene
introduces each of the girls and suggests which rooms they will be associated with. The
living room appears first in the upper right hand corner, and Cheer is sitting on the couch
looking rather ill. It is daytime (throughout the video scenes lit with bright natural daylight
are juxtaposed with artificial light to suggest the passage of time). Next the bathroom
surveillance camera appears in the lower left corner and a tinkling sound is heard followed by
a flush. Then the bedroom appears in the upper left hand corner and then the kitchen appears
in the remaining quadrant. Heidi suddenly
appears as she stands up in the bathroom (the
toilet is cut out of frame) and begins setting up a video camera on a tripod. Cheer puts on a
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record and Neil Young's "Cinnamon
Girl"
begins playing. The lump in the bed is revealed
to be a body as Kara rolls over and turns on a TV next to the bed. Cheer changes the Neil
Young song to the next track, "Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere", which proves to be a
better introductory song. This moment when one of the characters deliberately chooses a
specific song for its mood and narrative lyrics suggests that the girls are conscious of their
responsibility to create a soundtrack for the surveillance video. The sound from Kara's TV
reveals that she is watching The View and the day's guest is a stripper who was raped at a
frat party. The female co-hosts accusingly question the validity of the stripper's accusations,
and this typical media version of a rape scenario foreshadows Cheer's narrative. This
layering of sound also at times presents humorous juxtapositions of cultural genres and pop
personalities, in this case Star Jones and Neil Young. When Heidi is finished setting up the
camera she leaves the bathroom and enters the kitchen. Cheer immediately jumps up from
the couch and goes to the bathroom where she drops to the floor and begins heaving. The
secondary camera appears next to the surveillance
quadrant to reveal an unseen close-up of
Cheer's toilet-hugging. At this point it becomes evident that Heidi has not only predicted
Cheer's actions, but has deemed them filmworthy because she had set up the camera.
Subsequently, the authenticity and motivation ofHeidi and Cheer's actions come
into
question and their role as the "filmworthy alter
egos"
is designated. In the kitchen Heidi
takes boxes out of the cabinets and begins painting them yellow. This action introduces
Heidi's obsessive-compulsive behavior and can be likened to habitual routines of drug users.
The bathroom shot cuts to black, followed by the living room. Star Jones can be heard
saying "Was there ever a time
when you said, 'NO! STOP! I don't want
this!'
This
dialogue was isolated to specifically suggest




example of the unfortunate reactions to accounts of rape. Finally the bedroom cuts




A second and a half of black divides all of the scenes and the surveillance rooms disappear
and reappear on the screen staggered based on specific cues of sound, content, and visuals.
This scene begins with the living room and a close-up on the secondary camera of
the room.
Heidi is painting boxes red and we see
this on the two screens in two dramatically different
angles. The isolation of this act reiterates Heidi's obsessive-compulsive behavior. On
the
stereo Bob Dylan sings: "She's got everything she needs, she's an artist,
she don't look
back". These lyrics become metanarrative in this context, commenting
on Heidi's creative
nervous energy and my own
romantic expectations for the video. Cheer appears in the
bedroom drinking a forty ofOld English,
which is a strange juxtaposition of character,
costume and props that suggest the
girls'
inspirations come from a wide spectrum of film
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genres. The bathroom appears empty and Kara appears in the kitchen as she examines the
painted objects. The kitchen table is now full ofHeidi's yellow sculptures. Heidi finishes
her last red box and heads for the bathroom to wash her paintbrush. Kara manages to miss
Heidi by seconds as she heads for the living room. This near miss reiterates the notion that
Heidi is an illusive extension ofKara because, although they live in the same place, they can
never meet. In the living room Kara discovers the mysterious red boxes and moves around
the room methodically. Cheer has in the meantime mounted her own exploration of the
bedroom and in a moment of blatant choreography the two girls pause, their faces framed as
mirror images as they seem to look toward the same point. This Brechtian technique is
intended to disrupt the
viewers'
video-watching reverie and force him or her to contemplate
circumstances surrounding the act of making the video. Kara next
heads to the bathroom as
Heidi heads to the kitchen to check on her yellow boxes and cans. In the bathroom Kara
cleans-up after Heidi. Cheer aloofly
watches TV as she drinks.
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SCENE 3:
In the previous scene several reoccurring behavioral actions are introduced that are
elaborated upon in scene three. The living room appears first seemingly empty until we hear
a stereo being manipulated and "Wouldn't It Be
Nice"
by the Beach Boys comes on. Cheer
appears from outside the frame and then the bedroom and kitchen appear featuring Kara and
Heidi in similar stances looking through viewfinders of video cameras. In another moment
of blatant choreography, Heidi and Kara walk in front of the camera and sit down
simultaneously to the beat of the music. In
the previous scenes Kara appeared in a state of
depression, sleeping during the day, watching TV in bed, and walking listlessly
around her
apartment in her pajamas, but she apparently was inspired by Heidi's creative energy. It is
nighttime and she sits in front of the TV with the video camera pointed at her face. Heidi is
in phase three of her box project. The point-of-view camera in this scene gives detailed
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information of her operation. She is stuffing small soft packages wrapped in brown paper
into the yellow boxes, which are then put into the red boxes. The close-up shot reveals that
she is labeling the brown packages with names like "Dustin Hoffman", "MarkWalberg", and
"Prince". This labeling refers to the classification system of street
drugs.16
This reference
may be lost on many people, whereas a drug user or film buffmay find it obvious. The
narrative is designed to be incomplete without the viewer's assumptions, though, and a
viewer's own
"real-life"
experience affects his or her interpretation of the piece as much as
his or her knowledge of film. The use of film
stars'
names also refers to Kara's movie
watching obsession and the specific names foreshadow Kara's video self-portraits, which
indicates thatHeidi is some sort of extension ofKara's mind. Meanwhile, Cheer is playing
solitaire and continues to drink beer by herself. After Heidi's actions have been adequately
highlighted, a third screen appears featuring Kara in the moment of one of her "video





Kara watches Bentley as he watches the videos he has made within the
film. This video self-portrait represents the moment when Kara likens her own actions and
inspirations to those she has seen portrayed in film. As the living room cuts to black the
sound in the bedroom becomes isolated andWes Bentley can be heard reciting the lines:
"Video's a poor excuse, I know, but it helps me
remember."
16
For example, varieties of heroin are





Directed by Sam Mendes, 1999.
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SCENE 4:
Scene four opens with a crashing sound emanating
from the TV in the bedroom. The room is
litwith the flickering light of the television. It
seems to be late at night andKara is in bed
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watching TV again. The bathroom appears with Cheer methodically brushing her hair in the
mirror. Her actions suggest that she is preparing herself for a performance in front of the
camera. As the other rooms appear we see that Heidi is in the living room, indeed setting up
a camera. The shot she prepares is carefully composed as she adjusts lighting and props
within her camera frame. The TV blares the dialogue of Joaquin Phoenix: "You will remove
your helmet and tell me your
name."
Russell Crowe replies: "I am
Gladiator"
and on this
cue Heidi sets offMarkie Mark's "Good
Vibrations"
on the stereo. This
80'
s hip hop/dance
pop song was chosen because it foreshadows Kara's video sketch withMarkWalberg, it
introduces another genre of music to the soundtrack, and it creates a humorous juxtaposition
when paired with the solemn, hyper-masculine dialogue ofGladiator. Kara turns in her bed
as if she has heard the loud stereo come on. Heidi runs to the kitchen and pulls out a book in
which she takes notes as she makes phone calls. Her red boxes are stacked neatly behind her.
It is implied that she is securing orders and that these boxes are part of a shipment ready to be
sent out; however, she never actually speaks to anyone and the scribbles in her book are
unclear and chaotic. She is just going through the motions of a systematic operation like a
little girl playing "drug-dealer". Meanwhile Cheer has left
the bathroom and entered the
living room. She sees the set up and assumes that she is supposed to dance in front of the
camera. She reluctantly starts moving around, gradually building up to a rather forced dance
routine. The secondary camera reveals the
details ofHeidi's set-up. Although the
surveillance camera shows that no one else is in the room, the secondary camera frames a
recliner chair and a pair of boots to imply that Cheer is dancing for a mysterious man.
Because Heidi has set up this scene in
order to imply a more dramatic narrative than the one
that actually exists, we get a
sense of the
girls'
aspirations to present themselves as
interesting and entertaining. Thus far we
have seen them edit out the banal moments and
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exaggerate the filmworthy action for video. Their obsession with filmworthiness has them in
a state of extreme self-consciousness. Cheer's reluctant dance for the masculine props also
parallels stereotypical teenage dramas18, and many of us have probably seen variations of this
scene in one form or another enough times to understand what dramatic plot this dance
symbolizes: girl wants boy to like her, girl does what she thinks boy likes, girl drinks too
much, girl ends up pregnant and jilted. As it will turn out, this is the narrative that Cheer has
integrated into her reality.
f w w%
18
For example, Afterschool Specials
and teenage soap operas like Beverly Hills 90210.
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SCENE 5:
This quiet scene is a textural break from the layered soundtracks of the previous scene. It is
day and Cheer is in the bathroom opening a small box, Kara is in the bedroom setting up a
camera, and Heidi has just entered the living room with a blue package. We have now
witnessed a full cycle of the color-coded box exchange. Brown packages are hidden in
yellow containers, which are shipped in red boxes, and blue boxes are incoming packages for
Heidi. Heidi takes off her shoes and sits on the couch to anxiously prepare for the opening of
the blue box. Her narrative is now beginning to take form, and like Cheer's storyline it will
be a series of implications rather than statements. Extracting a specific narrative from her
actions will be dependent on a viewer's film experience, but there are clear drug references.
No film about drugs has actually deterred drug use, and Heidi is an extreme example of the
drug user/dealer motivated by Hollywood's romantic representations of drug use. As Heidi
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looks around the room for paraphernalia, a secondary camera set up in the bathroom reveals
that Cheer is taking a pregnancy test. She poses like a saintly martyr as she urinates on the
test. The finale of the scene is completely silent and still as Kara
stares into a camera, Heidi
inspects the contents of her package, and Cheer waits for the results.
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SCENE 6:
It seems to be later in the day when this scene opens, and although there is still no music or
television sound, more commotion in the apartment begins to build tension on the
soundtrack. Kara is making scrambled eggs as Cheer attempts to make a phone call in the
living room and Heidi discovers the pregnancy test in the trashcan. Cheer is repeatedly
calling someone without answer. The secondary camera is set up on her and as she sits down
we are finally able to see a close-up ofHeidi's paraphernalia from the previous scene. Cheer
examines Heidi's razor blade, mirror, and dollar bill as she waits for an answer on the phone.
Heidi runs to the bedroom in search of a cell phone. Cheer looks inside ofHeidi's box and
looks startled. She then gives up her persistent calls and begins walking out of the room. At
this point it becomes very obvious that the secondary camera is not live because it is several
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seconds out of sync with the surveillance video. This overt discrepancy is intended to call
attention to the metanarrative of video-making by actually presenting multiple takes of the
action. The viewer is reminded that the action is not performed spontaneously, and is, in fact,
subject to re-shoots and editing. Heidi makes a call on the cell phone and the phone in the
apartment rings. Cheer runs to the phone and answers it as Kara quietly picks up the phone
in the kitchen. For a few seconds all three girls pause in a moment of silent convergence.
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SCENE 7:





on the stereo. She takes a chug from her Budweiser and pauses for an expressionless stare
that the secondary camera set up in front of her captures. Kara is in the bedroom preparing
for her own self-portrait and loud dialogue from the TV clutters the soundtrack. Heidi is
involved in a cleaning frenzy in the bathroom, the type of
"productive"
activity that is
inspired by speedy drugs. Cheer runs to the kitchen and sets up the secondary camera for a
Heidi close-up. Bits of the television dialogue have been amplified to prepare the most savvy
film buffs for what is to come. Firecrackers can be heard and a man announces: 'That's
Cosmo - he's
Chinese."
Cheer runs back to the living room and Heidi heads for the kitchen
where sits down in front of the camera and begins rolling a dollar bill. Faints sounds of a
rock song beginning on the TV catch Cheer's attention.
She turns down the G'n'R to reveal
that Rick Springfield's "Jesse's
Girl"
is on the TV. Many may now recognize this as the
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soundtrack to Boogie Nights. The Girls all take this cue and pause with their heads tilted
slightly. Kara andMarkWalberg in sync on the third screen followed immediately by
Heidi's blank stare. The girls and Markie stare with open mouths, move their eyes suddenly,
swallow lightly, and then wake-up out of their trance together. The scene ends shortly after
the group stare as the girls return to their business.
SCENE 8:
It is the morning after the Markie party. Cheer is passed
out on the couch with the remnants
of her drinking and card playing from the night before spread out around her. Heidi is still
going in the kitchen, preparing some red boxes for another cycle of
the box exchange. Kara
lies in bed with a camera and dialogue from The
Graduate19
can be heard on the TV. Dustin
Hoffman argues with Mrs. Robinson, a door slams, and the guitar melody from Simon and
Garfunkle's "Sounds of
Silence"
fades in. A video self-portrait featuring Kara's sleeping
face paired with Hoffman's face as he floats in a pool appears. Hoffman's face floats across
19
Directed byMike Nichols, 1967.
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the screen and the wind blows Kara's hair. Cheer rustles in her slumber, and Heidi tapes up
some red boxes.
SCENE 9:
The meditative scene that precedes this scene is the quiet before the storm. Scene nine is
Cheer and Heidi's homage to a filmic climax. Cheer is in the living room. She has cleared
the floor and she looks in the secondary camera she has set up in front of herself. We see this
scene from two vantage points: the surveillance shot of the living room and the close-up
camera projected on the second screen. She chugs her Budweiser and then turns to the stereo
to start the song she has cued up. TheWho's "A
Quick
One"
begins. She is armed with
pom-poms as she crouches down on the floor. Her arms mimic the melody as she begins her
routine. Heidi appears in the bedroom as she anxiously searches for something, the kitchen
appears unoccupied, and Kara appears in the bathroom. Cheer and her body double are now
full swing into their clumsy yet
hypnotic cheerleading routine with swirling pom-poms and
awkward kicks. Kara is involved in an extensive teeth-cleansing ritual for her upcoming
video self-portrait. Heidi eventually finds what she
needs in the bedroom (a wallet that
contains a dollar bill for rolling) and heads for the
kitchen. There a new blue box awaits her
on the table. When Kara's mouth is adequately refreshed she
goes to the bedroom and begins
setting up a camera on her bed.
"A Quick
One"
has evolved into a quietWestern bit and
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Cheer gallops along. Heidi can barely contain her excitement as she begins to open the blue
box. The song narrates: "We'll soon be home, we'll soon be home, we'll soon, soon, soon,
be
home."
Heidi has cut the tape on her box, the song pauses, and Cheer falls to the ground
and strikes a motionless pose. The song suddenly shouts out
"Dang!"
as Heidi lifts the lid of
her box. "Dang! Dang! Dang!
Dang!"
rings out as Cheer swings her arms on cue, and Heidi
stands up in disbelief. The box does not contain what she wants and she empties it out to
reveal that it contains an
Entenmanns'
cake. The song continues: "Do my eyes deceive
me?"
Heidi smashes through the cake in a hopeless and desperate attempt to find what she needs
buried inside. Cheer's cheerleading routine turns into a spastic rock dance that is still caught
on tape by two cameras. Heidi cannot contain her frustration and she throws the cake and
any other thing she can reach across the kitchen. The loud sound of crashing glass and
broken objects attract the attention ofKara and Cheer, and both girls stop in their tracks.
Cheer is now aware that the real filmworthy action is taking place in the kitchen so she grabs
the secondary camera and heads toward the kitchen. Heidi, despite her situation, also realizes
this priority and exits the kitchen for the camera. The two
girls meet in the void of the
hallway, which is out of frame for the surveillance camera, but the secondary camera has
caught the exchange as a sequence of blurry pom-pom and apron shots. The two head back
to their rooms. Cheer resumes her routine and Heidi is now armed with the camera. Kara
decides to ignore the commotion and returns to her own filmmaking. Heidi places the
camera on the floor to get a close up of her recreation of
the event. This action symbolizes
not only the desire to lead a filmworthy existence
but the need to record, retell or somehow
communicate to others the filmworthy stories. This lifestyle is dependent on and validated
by an audience. Thus the act of preserving and retelling
the narrative is integral to this sort of
behavior, and the camera becomes a desperate porthole
to companionship for the lonely girls.
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Heidi places the cake she has thrown across the room in front of the camera and begins
stomping on it in an attempt to recreate the climatic moment for the camera. The secondary
camera shows us a close-up of her red shoes smashing the cake and then it finally cuts out.
Heidi drops to the floor exhausted. Cheer is still going, though, as the song has quickened its
pace. Suddenly a video self-portrait ofKara and
Prince20
appear. They stare longingly at
each other as their eyes scan each other's face. This video sketch represents the unnatural
and delusional bond we form with film characters and another way film has perverted
socialization. As they look into each other's eyes, Kara and Prince go in for a kiss, and their
faces cut out as they disappear into the line that separates them. Cheer has collapsed on
the
couch as the song winds down. But wait! The song kicks
in again and Cheer pops up to
finish the whole thing off despite her exhaustion with it all. She
falls to the floor when the
song finally finishes. The crowd cheers. Cheer breathes heavily.
Kara disappears. Cheer
disappears. The last shot is ofHeidi sitting motionless on the
kitchen floor.
20
The clip of Prince is taken from




It is later that night. Most of the lights are out. Heidi is slumped over at the kitchen table,
Kara is sleeping, and Cheer is asleep on the living room floor. The phone rings. All three
girls wake up, Kara turns on a light, Heidi looks at the phone. They both know who should
answer it. Cheer picks up the phone. The scene ends.
SCENE 11:
It is daytime and Kara is watching TV in the bedroom. She is apparently
inspired by the
performances of the previous night because she is watching a live Who performance. Cheer
has taken Heidi's position from the night before at the kitchen table, and Heidi is setting up a
camera in the living room. The song "Goodbye
Stranger"
by Supertramp is on the stereo,
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which adds a campy layer to the soundtrack and contributes to the narrative by referring to a
one-night stand. Heidi and Cheer meet in the center void of the hallway again as they switch
rooms. Heidi looks disturbed as she enters the kitchen and begins pacing. Cheer sits on the
couch as stares into the sunlight for her close-up. The shot is framed like a dramatic Classic
Hollywood shot of the leading lady and reveals a black eye. "My
Generation"
begins on the




This final scene begins in silence. The actions of the girls in this scene allude to their
integration as they repeat each other's action around the apartment. Cheer is covering up her
black eye in the mirror in the bathroom, Heidi sets up a red box in the living room in front of
a camera, and Kara sits at the kitchen table. Cheer goes to the bedroom so thatKara can take
her turn in front of the mirror. Cheer looks longingly out the windows and then heads for the
kitchen. Heidi goes to the bedroom to place another red box on the bed for Kara, Kara walks
to the living room to put on Bob Dylan's "You Ain't Going Nowhere", and Cheer, who has
assumed Kara's earlier pose at the kitchen table, looks up and smiles at the choice of song.
Heidi goes to the bathroom to fix herself in the mirror like the other girls, and Kara heads for
the bedroom. She just misses Cheer as Cheer walks to the living room. Kara and Cheer
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discover their gifts and Heidi walks to the kitchen to take her turn at the kitchen table. Kara
takes a moment before she opens her present to look into a camera and perform a video self-
portrait withMatt Dillon in the final scene from Drugstore Cowboy21. As Matt Dillon lies on
a stretcher and contemplates what has happened in the film he looks to Kara, who misses this
acknowledgment. He looks away and smiles. Kara finally looks to him and smiles too.
Their faces freeze and cut out. Kara and Cheer open their presents and the secondary camera
is there to preserve the moment. They pause, look into their boxes, and then begin a new
cycle together. They place their presents off screen. Kara
crawls into bed and Cheer goes
into the hallway to meet Heidi. They exchange cameras
and take their positions in the
21
Directed by Gus Van Sant, 1989.
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bathroom and living room. Heidi begins setting up a camera in the bathroom. Cheer takes
off "YouAin't
Goin' Nowhere"
to ready the scene for Young's "Everybody Knows This Is
Nowhere". The scene seamlessly evolves into scene one at this point
- Star Jones, toilet
flushes, and all. The kitchen cuts out, followed by Heidi in the bathroom. Kara and Cheer
are lying on their side in bed and on the couch like mirror images of each other. Kara cuts









Today I sat in the passenger seat of aVanagon at a gas station in North Philly. My friend
was in the quickie-mart and the keys were left in the ignition. I fantasized that suddenly a tall
figure would jump into the driver's seat and before I could notice that it wasn't my friend, the
hijacker and I would be speeding down Broad Street. I fantasized about this scenario. It
seemed like a good idea to me. It didn't occur to me that I could end up dead in such a
situation, but I thought a couple of cuts and bruises might be cool. It's a sad and desperately
lonely thought. I guess for me reality has been dissolved into a hazy zone that lies between
these type of thoughts and the films I have seen. Kara Crombie is a sad and desperately
lonely video of a place where I could eliminate this diluted zone of reality all together. I
want people towatch it all the time because Kara Crombie is the Kara Crombie I want
people to know. She is the filmworthy one.
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